Miami Shores Village

ADDENDUM NO. 1
RFQ No. 2022-04-01
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN SERVICES FOR
MIAMI SHORES VILLAGE BAYFRONT PARK
April 23, 2022
This Addendum No. 1 to the above-referenced RFQ is issued in response to questions from prospective
respondents, or other clarifications and revisions issued by the Village. The RFP is amended in the
following particulars only. Deletions are shown by strikethrough and additions are underlined.
1.

Question: For the community engagement: How many meetings are expected from the Design
Team? Will the Village be organizing these events, or will the Design Team be asked to
coordinate, organize and conduct the meetings?
Response: At least two (2) meetings should be held. At a minimum, the team should have
a public engagement strategy meeting and be prepared to provide in person presentation
with concept boards on easels.

2.

Question: Is there any in-water documentation available? Bathymetry maps, etc.?
Response: No.

3.

Question: Has the Village conducted any feasibility or conceptual design studies for this site
prior to this RFQ?
Response: No.

4.

Question: Is the adjacent North Bayshore Road included as part of the scope of work?
Response: No.

5.

Question: Is the Village interested in exploring options for softening the seawall to create living
breakwaters and ways for people to get closer to the water that address the flooding concerns?
Response: Yes. The Village would be interested in exploring options for softening the
seawall to create living breakwaters and ways for people to get closer to the water that
address the flooding concerns.
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6. Typographical Correction: Section 4.9 Insurance and Guarantees, Part C states the following:
“Umbrella/Excess Liability of at least $20,000,000 per occurrence and in the aggregate”.
C.

Umbrella/Excess Liability of at least $20,000,000 $2,000,000 per occurrence and
in the aggregate;

7. Question: Will requirements that may conflict F.S. §725.08 Design professional contracts;
limitation in indemnification be addressed in writing by the Village?
Response: The Village will comply with F.S. §725.08. Any conflicts to F.S. §725.08,
”Design professional contracts; limitation in indemnification” is being reviewed. Any
apparent conflicts in the RFQ will be addressed either by addendum or in the final
agreement with the awarded consultant.

Any questions regarding this Addendum should be submitted in writing to the Procurement
Administrator at bids@msvfl.gov.
Proposers are reminded to acknowledge receipt of this addendum as part of your RFP submission.

Sincerely,

Donna Rockfeld
Procurement Administrator
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